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1. Postal employees threaten strike 

Sarang Dastane, May 28, 2011, 05.37pm IST 
Pune : The members of postal department employees' joint action committee held a 
sit-in agitation outside the office of postmaster general Pune on Thursday to protest 
against the staff crunch and inadequate infrastructure at workplaces. A memorandum 
of demands was submitted to the postmaster general, demanding an immediate action 
over it. The task force has threatened to go on an indefinite strike from July 5, if the 
demands are not considered.  
Vilas Deshpande, president of the task force said that the department of post should 
follow open recruitment process to fill the long pending vacant posts. The Post is 
facing severe staff crunch and the offices are not equipped with advanced 
infrastructure. Deshpande criticised the department's move to deploy postal staff to 
sell the products of private companies at post offices. 
Vilas Deshpande, president of the task force said that the department of post should 
follow open recruitment process to fill the long pending vacant posts. The Post is 
facing severe staff crunch and the offices are not equipped with advanced 
infrastructure. Deshpande criticised the department's move to deploy postal staff to 
sell the products of private companies at post offices. 
Deshpande said, "The department should stop privatisation of work, outsourcing and 
delivery hubs. The vacancies should be filled immediately. The department should not 
give work tenders to outside private agencies. It is essential that the common people 
should receive the post on time. For this, the department should deploy the staff for 
postal services instead of selling other products."  
 
Around 300 members of Federation of National Postal Organisation (FNPO) and 
National Federation of Postal Employees (NFPE) participated in the agitation. 
Secretary of the task force S D Vedpathak and treasurer Y N Kamble also addressed 
the gathering.  
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2. Possible postal strike postponed, talks continue 

May 28, 2011 19:47:34 PM 
TORONTO, Ont. - While it has been business as usual at the Canada Post this week, 
things appear poised to change at any time. 
 
A statement on the Canadian Union of Postal Workers website warns that "all 
members should be prepared to participate in strike action in the very near future." 
Earlier Saturday, it was believed a strike might occur on June 1, but the Canadian 
Union of Postal Workers did not give a 72 hour strike notice as meetings wrapped up 
for the day.  
 
Nearly 50,000 postal workers have been without a contract since January, and 
attempts to reach a new deal have so far had little progress. 
 
Executives of the postal union are meeting with the bargaining committee this 
weekend to plan their next move, and although no strike or lockout has been declared, 
outward signs point toward exactly that. 
 
While each side says it's willing to return to the bargaining table, talks between the 
two sides appeared stalled Saturday. However, president of the CUPW Denis Lemelin 
told 680News there have been some last minute deals in previous negotiations.  
 
"There's always a discussion," Lemelin said Friday afternoon. "We had a meeting this 
afternoon with Canada Post but it's like a dynamic process, sometimes you feel you 
can go forward and sometimes - well it's negotiation but there's still discussion." 
 
The CUPW issued a statement Friday evening saying there was little progress in 
negotiations on issues such as staffing, workload and safety - the major concerns for 
the union. 
 
"There is no indication that CPC (Canada Post Corp.) is prepared to seriously discuss 
the real problems facing postal workers," the CUPW statement said. "For CPC 
management these negotiations are mainly about eliminating sick leave and imposing 
less pay and benefits on workers." 
 
According to labour laws, each side has to give 72 hours notice before beginning a 
strike or lockout.  
 
Should a strike take place it would be the first postal strike in nearly 14 years.  
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3. DHL expedites Same Day deliveries with NetDespatch eTrader 

May 29, 2011 
DHL Express, the world’s leading express mail service provider has selected 
advanced web services from NetDespatch to allow consumers and small businesses to 
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access its Same Day delivery services more easily wherever they are. The DHL Same 
Day service enables parcels to be delivered on the same day in the UK, seven days a 
week. The NetDespatch eTrader system allows DHL Same Day services to be 
accessed by customers at home, in their office, or on the move. 
DHL Express worked with NetDespatch to develop an innovative booking tool 
through the eTrader account-free web booking platform. The result is a website that 
makes booking a same day collection and delivery very simple. It ensures that 
customers are guided through the booking process with the minimum of effort, and 
are able to select the precise level of service they need. The DHL Same Day service 
offers time critical deliveries by van or motorbike and within the hour collections. A 
quote for the service is displayed in detail, customers then continue the transaction by 
confirming and paying using a credit/debit card or PayPal. 
Seamless integration with the DHL Same Day despatch systems means that a courier 
is sent to collect the package from the customer’s doorstep when requested – this 
could be as soon as an hour. Customers can follow the progress of their parcels from 
their collection to the point of delivery. The e-Trader system provides confirmation of 
booking, collection and delivery alerts via email, electronic invoices and full track and 
trace facilities. 
“We are pleased to support DHL Same Day in the provision of their new online 
booking tool. The eTrader system enables more people to access DHL Same Day 
services, booking and paying for collections online through a simple but secure web 
site, and then having their parcels collected from their own front door. With more than 
30 offices nationwide, DHL Same Day is a delivery partner that any customer will 
trust to deliver their parcels whether in the shortest possible time, or on a date and 
time to fit their working schedule,” says Becky Clark, NetDespatch CEO. 
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4. Quake wipes profit for NZ Post 

Published: 3:37PM Monday May 30, 2011 Source: BusinessDesk 
The Christchurch earthquake will wipe $35 million to $40 million off the New 
Zealand Post group's profit, reflecting increased provisioning for bad debts at 
Kiwibank, reconstruction costs, and reduced economic activity in the country's 
second-biggest city. 
Those write-downs are the main factors in NZ Post warning today it will report a 
profit well below its published target of $60.8 million for the year to June 30. 
The state-owned postal, courier, parcel and online communications delivery service 
also anticipates a further writedown on the value of its joint venture with DHL 
Australia in the under-performing Parcel Direct group. 
The Parcel Direct businesses are for sale after both owners lost faith in a turnaround 
strategy, and NZ Post wrote off $29.9 million on its investment last year, with more 
potentially to come once a sale is finalised, NZ Post's chief financial officer, Mark 
Yeoman, told BusinessDesk. 
In a 2008 statement, NZ Post put the total value of investment by both parties in the 
joint venture at A$140 million. 
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Chief executive Brian Roche said the headline result did not reflect the underlying 
strength of NZ Post's core activities, which were "performing on target, as a result of 
tight cost management." 
"However, continued flat economic conditions, combined with impacts arising from 
the Canterbury earthquake and a series of one-off costs will impact significantly on 
the end year result," Roche said in a statement. 
A further one-off cost to hit this year's result relates to an internal restructuring, costs 
for which had yet to be finalised, said Yeoman. 
Flatter economic conditions were likely to see the carrying value of some assets 
written down as well. 
However, "the issues are not expected to have a material effect on the group's 
commercial value or its ability to meet its dividend and debt obligations," Roche said. 
Its cash position remained strong and its Standard & Poor's credit rating continues 
unchanged at AA- (stable). 
The business is preparing an action plan "to ensure a sustainable mail processing and 
delivery network for the future" for presentation to the board in the next financial 
year," said Roche. 
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5. Paper To Determine UPU Projects 

28 May 2011 - Charles A. Prescott 
 
The Global Address Data Association this week published a paper by the Executive 
Director - inspired by discussions at the UPU concerning the new strategy and work 
program agenda currently being debated in UPU meetings. The strategy and work 
program will be discussed by UPU Member States through the next year at meetings 
in Bern, Switzerland and in regional meetings throughout the world. It will be adopted 
at the Doha Congress in September 2012 and will determine what projects are 
undertaken by the UPU during the subsequent four year period.  
 
In summary, the Executive Director proposes that the UPU invest in professionalizing 
its abilities as a knowledge management organization. It should work to produce more 
sharing and faster movement of intelligence concerning innovative developments in 
the post and express industry. More of the information gathered by the UPU and its 
records of the matters discussed and debated at the UPU should also be made more 
accessible.  
 
He also proposes concrete projects relating to studying the incidence of undeliverable 
as addressed parcel traffic, and the impact of Customs and Customs fees and duties on 
deliverability of parcels. Related to this are proposed studies on license terms and fees 
imposed by Posts for access to address data and recommended best practices. Finally, 
the paper calls for the convening of a global conference which will study and debate 
the creation of a global address verification system. The system proposed would be 
usable by all senders of letters and parcels, and would include a system of universal 
access to all Postal address systems for such purpose. The conference goal would be 
to define such a system and propose concrete steps to realize it.  
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The paper is available from the Global Address Data Association at 
http://www.globaladdress.org/resources/blog/.  
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6. Innovation one key to salvation for Postal Service 

May 30, 2011 3:01 PM 
Agree or disagree- Click here to send letters to the editor 
The news isn’t getting any better for the U.S. Postal Service. 
It was reported recently that the mail system may have to default on some payments 
and that it has a more than $2 billion deficit for the first three months of the year. It is 
expected to have an $8 billion loss for the fiscal year. 
Clearly, that is a trend that cannot continue if the Postal Service is to continue to meet 
the expectations of the public and the federal government for universal mail delivery. 
The quasi-private corporation that operates under the authority of the government has 
to be able to pay its bills. 
The American mail system is not alone in its problems. Mail systems in other nations 
are also suffering from the loss of revenue due the movement to online email and 
social networking which has eliminated much private party mail. Many business 
transactions are now conducted online too. 
Clearly, control of costs - including closing unneeded post offices and adjusting 
delivery days — will be needed. Innovation will also be required to offset the losses 
in traditional first class mail. The heavily advertised flat rate mail boxes are an 
example of an innovation that has been a success, according to postal authorities. 
U.S. postal officials are also interested in a proposal to allow alcoholic beverages to 
be delivered in the mail, something that has been very profitable for other mail 
services around the world but is prohibited in America. The packages would have to 
be signed for by an adult or picked up at the post office. 
It is important that the Postal Service succeed in its efforts to meet its revenue needs. 
Otherwise there will be calls for the government to step in and take it over again or to 
subsidize it. That will not likely be welcomed in this era of concern about government 
spending. 
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7. Royal Mail becomes world’s first postal company to offer digital 

watermarking 

Royal Mail has become the world’s first postal company to help businesses make 
their post interactive using digital watermarking technology. Combining state-of-the-
art technology with history and heritage enables people to link from their post to a 
company’s online content, such as a website, video or Facebook page, in seconds. 
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To view the digital content, people who receive a mailing with the digital watermark 
technology will simply download the free Digital Space App from the Apple and 
Android App stores. By holding the 3G phone over the digitally watermarked image – 
which is indicated by a symbol – users are then given instant access to the digital 
content available. 
The solution, launched by Royal Mail’s Door to Door unit in partnership with Digital 
Space, provides a digital watermark that can be embedded into pictures on leaflets and 
mailings. The watermark enables marketers to integrate their print and online material 
without the need for barcodes or QR codes. 
The digital watermark has no impact on the design and layout of a piece of mail as it 
is embedded into the existing design and no special inks or changes to the printing 
processes are required. 
Dave Smith, Royal Mail’s chief customer officer, said: “Royal Mail is committed to 
helping make leaflets and mailings increasingly sophisticated and engaging for the 
people who receive them. This landmark partnership means that Royal Mail is the 
first postal company in the world to offer digital watermarking technology to its 
customers. 
“This solution combines the strengths of the post and the internet. Digital 
watermarking technology means that a leaflet or mailing can open the door to a 
journey in the online world. By using this technology, businesses can ensure their 
mail campaigns are as effective as possible by linking directly to their websites, 
videos and even social network pages. By scanning a picture on their post, someone 
could link through to a video of a holiday destination or a chef preparing their 
favourite meal. The possibilities are endless.” 
Alex McIntosh, director of Digital Space, said “Digital Space is looking forward to 
developing interactive post with Royal Mail so that businesses and consumers can 
interact with print media in a mobile way to buy services, rate products and share 
content using their mobile device. This landmark partnership will create added value 
for both consumers and brands alike.” 
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